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His Final Words: A Wild Plaint Calls Attention to Black Male Mental Health
To Aubrey Gray, being dead is a better life than to be a Black man in America. In his
journal titled “A Wild Plaint,” Fenton Johnson, under the pseudonym of Aubrey Gray, writes
about his experiences living in Chicago in 1909. In this book, archived in the Harry Ransom
Center, Gray describes himself as a “poet... sensitive (and)... a satirist” (Johnson 1). He explains
that to know him, you must know these
characteristics before you see him solely as a
Black man. Gray goes on to describe how being
different from the Black stereotype has led him
to live a life full of sorrow and pain. In the final
pages of his journal, Gray details why he has
chosen suicide as his route to escape the
“color-prejudice” and states “If you read this
remember poor Aubrey Gray” (Johnson 113).
More than a century later, this sentiment is a
reminder of the progress that needs to be made
in the realm of Black male mental health. As shown through the suicide of Aubrey Gray in A
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Wild Plaint, the lack of mental health assistance for Black men in America is directly related to
hypermasculinity and systemic medical issues.
A Wild Plaint follows the final months of Aubrey Gray’s life as he battles racism and
mental health issues during the early 1900s. It is hypothesized that Fenton Johnson, the author,
wrote under the pseudonym of Aubrey Gray as he believed a non-fiction work would be better
received than one of reality (Sigler). In his writings, Gray perceives himself as different from
other Black people as he is in a unique financial and academic position. Johnson came from a
wealthy family and had the opportunity to attend three prestigious universities: The University of
Chicago, Northwestern University, and Columbia (“Fenton Johnson”). He also had the privilege
of living in a northern city and was a key component of the Harlem Renaissance, which was a
period after the 1920s in New York where Black art and culture thrived (Bloom 9). Although the
era was after A Wild Plaint was published, the Harlen Renaissance still provides key context for
which Johnson lived and wrote. Despite his special position as a wealthy and educated Black
man, Johnson still lived a life of which he felt he could not escape. In the book, Gray details his
experience as the only Black man on a boat ride out to sea. After being denied the ability to
dance among the white people, Gray walks out onto the deck and reflects. He states that “the
pink-and-whites carry their prejudices even out upon the water” (Johnson 103). He then tells the
fish below that “I may be with you someday” because “the curtain must go down; the darkness
must come” (Johnson 103). In other words, wealth is still not enough to allow a black man to be
seen as anything other than his skin color. Sadly, the suffering overcame Gray which led him to
tragically end his life by the end of the book.
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This story is a reminder of the voices that are often left out of the conversation when it
comes to mental health: men. Although there are many reasons for this lack of inclusion, one
large factor is hypermasculinity perpetuated by societal norms. Hypermasculinity is defined as a
“sociological term denoting exaggerated forms of masculinity, virility, and physicality” and this
issue is especially prevalent within Black communities as stereotypes of the viciousness and
strength of Black men have been seen since the early days of slavery (Craig; Taylor et al.).
During the mid-1800s, Black men were initially recognized as being submissive to their owners
and appeared to be fulfilled by this lifestyle of servitude, also known as the Sambo stereotype
(Boskin 49). Black and white people were therefore at two different levels, allowing white
people to feel justified in their slave owner actions. But as Black people started to gain partial
freedom, white people saw this as competition for their superiority (Boskin 73). This seemingly
competitive nature made Black men appear to be “savages and brute monsters” which became
known as the “brute stereotype” (Smiley and Fakunle). This derives from the fact that white
people are losing their grasp on Black power, making white people feel inferior. The Sambo and
Brute ideologies placed Black men in stereotyped boxes that proved to be detrimental to their
mental health.
Not only do Black men have to grapple with racial pressures, but within the same
context, pressures to fit the ideal man. This duality is the concept of intersectionality which
combines the different identities of groups of people to define the context of which they live.
This idea is seen in A Wild Plaint through Grays attempts to balance this lifestyle. Upon visiting
his grandmother’s cemetery, Gray crumbles under the pressure of trying to hide his emotions.
Gray states that he “poured out tears like a woman does; and found relief for this eternal
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suffering” (Johnson 79). In this, he recognizes that vulnerability is an emotion reserved for
women only, and in the same sentence, understands how comforting crying can feel. If ideas
about manhood were not fenced in by hypermasculinity, Gray could have been free from this
restraint and allowed to be his true self. Clearly, maintaining a set of ideals placed upon someone
is a challenging task which in the end, was impossible for Gray.
This dark ending to Grays story is a grim reminder of the struggles that Black men face
daily with their mental health. According to the American Psychological Association (APA)
“26.4% of Black and Hispanic men… who experienced daily feelings of anxiety or depression…
used mental health services compared with 45.4% of non-Hispanic White men…” (DeAngelis).
This stark difference can be correlated to the deeply rooted hypermasculinity in the Black
community. Often topics such as mental health are seen as more feminine issues, like Gray
described. This leads many men, especially Black men to suppress, and sometimes deny their
feelings causing severe mental health issues. For Black men, hypermasculinity may be used as a
barrier to protect them from the truth of racism that they may experience on a daily basis
(DeAngelis). This idea is known as the “cool pose” and was defined in a study by researchers
who interviewed 60 Black teenagers during the 1980s (Dennis). Researchers concluded that
young Black men often hide their feelings until they can no longer do so which may be perceived
to others as aggression, rather than a coping mechanism (Dennis). This may lead to Black men
reaching out for mental health support and treatments in non-conventional ways, including
“barbershops, church(es)… or talking to family members” which lack the trained professional
help that some may require (DeAngelis). The differences in conventional mental support can be
attributed to many systemic factors, but most importantly, medical mistrust.
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In the Black community, there is an immense lack of trust for medical providers given the
dark history of Black people in medicine. One such example is the Tuskegee experiment
performed on 600 Black men in Alabama in 1932 (“The Tuskegee Timelines”). The purpose of
the study was to see the impacts of syphilis if left untreated. However, the men were told they
were “being treated for ‘bad blood’” which is an issue of informed consent (“The Tuskegee
Timelines”). Furthermore, when penicillin became available in 1943, the participants were
withheld from receiving their treatment (“The Tuskegee Timelines”). Many aspects of this study
have been used today to show how unethical scientific research can be if not done correctly.
However, unethical science practices did not end after the Tuskegee Experiment. In a paper
published in 1955 by Dr. John Cutler, “hundreds of (Guatemalan) people… were infected with
venereal diseases without their consent” (Löwy). The population on which he tested included
“prisoners, soldiers, and psychiatric patients” which are among the most vulnerable people in
society (Löwy). Not surprisingly, Cutler was also one of the researchers that was part of the
Tuskegee Experiment (Erlanger 4). The ability of researchers to contribute to such unethical
research more than once shows a lack of accountability within the scientific community especially when it comes to vulnerable populations and people of color, leading to many future
implications. These two studies are not the only unethical research studies but are some that
highlight the inequalities that have led to mistrust of the medical community.
Due to medical mistrust, Black men tend to gravitate towards doctors that look like them,
as it can be more comforting when receiving treatment (DeAngelis). However, according to the
APA, only 4% of psychiatrists are Black (DeAngelis). This is not due to a lack of effort or desire
to become physicians, but a lack of access to the resources and education that the job requires
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(DeAngelis). To become a psychiatrist, one must obtain both a bachelor’s degree and a medical
degree, and both are becoming increasingly expensive (“Trends in College Pricing”). In the
United States, medical students on average are graduating with debt from “$200,000-$250,0000”
(Hanson). For many, this daunting amount of debt is not worth it to become a physician.
Furthermore, due to educational barriers such as the Medical School Admissions Test (MCAT)
and the expensive test preparation associated with it, Black students are underrepresented in
medical school acceptances. Matriculation data shows that only about 9% of Black students are
accepted to medical school, in comparison to 51% of white students (Association of Medical
Colleges). This idea is represented in A Wild Plaint as Gray is discussing the drinking habits of
the Black people in his community with a white onlooker. The white man states that “This is
your race. They are always ready to descent to the lowest” (Johnson 74). In rebuttal, Gray
reminds the man of the part white people play in the lack of Black success by saying “... you tell
him to obtain an education, but after they receive their degrees… you close in their face the
doors of opportunity” (Johnson 75). Although written in 1909, the words of Johnson still ring
true when it comes to receiving an education, especially concerning medical school.
Acknowledging these disparities is important in understanding the difficulties Black men face in
receiving mental health assistance. But sadly, the disparities do not stop here. Even if there is
access to Black physicians, receiving treatment is another obstacle to overcome. In the United
States, therapy sessions can cost up to $200 per session or $9600 per year for weekly sessions
without insurance (“Cost and Insurance Coverage). To some, this may seem like a small
investment in exchange for improved mental health, but how does this relate to income levels?
According to the Census Bureau Report, the median income for a Black family in 2019 was
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$46,073 (“Income and Poverty”). Using one fifth of a family’s income for therapy is not feasible,
even if there is a large mental benefit in doing so. Families need to pay for their basic necessities
such as housing, food, and clothing before anything else. This leads to elective medical
treatments being pushed aside. These systemic barriers in medical education, trust, and finances
are a large part of preventing Black men from receiving the help that they need (DeAngelis).
Therapy is something that should be used as a preventative measure to help these men,
but if not accessed early enough, it may be too late. Studies have shown that Black youth suicide
rates have increased by 73% since 1991 (Lindsey). These young men do not even have the
chance to become adults before making such a permanent decision, which is a crisis concerning
public health. So, if Black men cannot meet these psychiatrists, then psychiatrists must go to
them. One such initiative founded by Jerry Tello and Richard Carrillo is the National Compadres
Network (DeAngelis). They realized that men of color had issues of access when it came to
mental health therapy and began an organization that uses group therapy sessions with men of
color from many backgrounds. The organization, which began in 1988, has since grown into a
nationwide effort to decrease the stigma of male mental health and offer free therapy to men of
many generations (DeAngelis). Co-founder Jerry Tello states that men of color “kill ourselves
because we’ve been indoctrinated [about how bad we are] and now we believe that”
(DeAngelis). Harsh stereotypes like Sambo and Brute described previously are those that push
Black men to have these feelings of inferiority. However, the National Compadres Network is
working to increase confidence and vulnerability in men of color.
Efforts like these must begin to be implemented in diverse communities to lay the
foundation for a healthier relationship with mental health. When men come together, lives can
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begin to be saved. In the case of A Wild Plaint, Aubrey Gray’s life was cut short because of
societal pressure due to hypermasculinity and systemic issues. Although it was a different time,
the lessons learned from the book can be used for generations to come. Fenton Johnsons’
vulnerability allows for readers to understand the minds of those who are rarely included in the
conversation surrounding mental health. Had mental health not been seen as a stigma for men,
then maybe his life could have been saved. As history has taught us, the mistakes of the past may
still be repeated in the present due to the ignorance of the greater issue of Black men continually
not having a seat at the mental health table.
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